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Directors’ Voices
Directing a World-leading Laboratory
“Forty years of TRIUMF
is very special because
fundamental science
laboratories do not
always prosper for such
a long time. TRIUMF
remained robust
because, right from the
beginning, it changed
its science program as new
science challenges emerged, for
example, for tests of the Standard
Model of particle physics or for the use of muons for
material science. TRIUMF has outstanding leadership
and a strong vision for its future development.”
• Erich Vogt [Director, 1981-1994]

“TRIUMF plays a critical role in helping Canadian
particle and nuclear physicists
work alongside the world’s
best scientists, as equals,
tackling what are generally
accepted as the subjects’
most challenging and
interesting problems;
both at home and
away. Continued strong
support at the Federal
and Provincial Government
levels will keep this jewel in
Canada’s basic research crown
shining brightly. A fact, which I thought was never as
widely recognized across the country, as it should be.”
• Alan Astbury [Director, 1994-2001]

“The 40th anniversary of TRIUMF is a time to reflect
on its many important associated scientific advances,
the dedication and professionalism of its staff, and
the fulfillment of the vision of its
founders. Starting from a facility
serving local universities,
TRIUMF is now a major
international player serving
several scientific fields. The
success of TRIUMF over the
years can be attributed to the
continuing evolution of its
program to ensure it remains
at the cutting edge of research. I
wish the laboratory every success as it
journeys towards the 50th anniversary in 2019.”
• Alan Shotter [Director, 2001-2007]

“You know that scene in the movie when the king turns
to the heir apparent and entrusts him (or her) with the
sacred scepter to rule the kingdom?
There are certain parallels to
being Director of TRIUMF.
There are two rules: (1) Do
no harm, and (2) Leave
it better than you found
it. When I look back at
what the former leaders of
this great institution have
accomplished, I am both
inspired and awestruck. But the
new Five-Year Plan is up to the task
of moving the laboratory to new heights!“
• Nigel S. Lockyer [Director, 2007-present]
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Cover Story
40 Years On - May 1969
TRIUMF Moves into High Gear

With Federal Government approval for
1/20-scale model of
the project announced in April 1968, the
the vacuum chamber
fledgling TRIUMF organization began a
was built for outgassing
period of rapid expansion. Over the next year
studies. For the main
the existing staff of 9 was joined by 22 new
external proton beam, a
hires, including such long-term stalwarts as
beam transport system
George Mackenzie, Al Otter, Ada Strathdee,
was designed compatible
Glen Stinson and John Yandon (and among
with pion-production
the 8 graduate students, Larry Root). A Project targets 20 g/cm2 thick.
Management Office was set up with staff
The most crucial
seconded from the Shawinigan and Montreal
step, though, was
Engineering Companies, led by Terry Creaney, probably completion
who had already been involved in preparation
of TRIUMF’s first
of the 1966 proposal. Building and Safety
physics experiment Committees were set up, and engineering
measurement of the lifetime of an H— ion
firms contracted for detailed design of the
passing through magnetic fields at relativistic
buildings, cyclotron and ancillary equipment.
speeds. This was carried out by TRIUMF
Five User Groups were also formed to advise
scientists at the Rutherford High Energy
on experimenters’ needs. For accommodation, Laboratory in England, where a specially
the UBC Physics Department provided an
created H— beam was accelerated to 50 MeV
additional 6,000 sq. ft. of office and lab space. in the PLA linac and then passed through
On the design front, modifications to the a 2.1 T magnetic field, the resulting neutral
magnet model promised that the beam would
atoms being detected in a spark chamber. A
remain focused out to the full 500 MeV, and a wise precaution! The lifetime turned out to be
special model was built for the central region.
only one-third of that anticipated from theory
Focusing there was found to be dominated by
and previous less-accurate measurements.
the electric field in the dee gaps, so
studies were initiated of raising the
injection energy above the proposed
150 keV. A new technological
marvel, a tape-controlled milling
machine in UBC’s Mechanical
Engineering Department, was used
to check that the spiral inflector
electrodes could actually be built.
RF studies were performed on ¼-,
½- and (partial) full-scale models
of the resonators. Tests of 20 K
John Warren helps Jean-Luc Pépin plant a commemorative apple tree.
cryopumping were begun, and a

To restrict the high-energy beam loss to the
planned level of 6% would require a 4%
reduction in magnetic field strength and a
corresponding increase in 500-MeV orbit
radius to 312” – and raise the cyclotron cost by
an estimated $430,000.
Twelve months of intense activity
culminated in the official dedication of
TRIUMF by Jean-Luc Pépin, federal Minister
of Industry, Trade and Commerce, on May
5th, 1969. By this time the steel skeleton of
the office building had been erected, but
otherwise the site remained an empty (and
very muddy) field, so the ceremony was
held at the traffic circle outside. The flagbedecked platform, the robes of the university
dignitaries, and the ornate canopy sheltering
them, all lent a suitably festive air to the
proceedings. These ended with the planting
of a scion of the apple tree at Isaac Newton’s
home, presumably in the hope of inspiring
TRIUMF scientists to equally great insights.
Certainly the apples still thrive – there are
now seven trees in the circle – and anyone
seeking inspiration is welcome to wander
beneath them in the fall.
• Mike Craddock
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Feature Story

The Early History of TRIUMF
From Dream to Reality
TRIUMF began in 1965 as an idea
intended to make a giant leap in Canadian
science and university-based accelerator
facilities. Until then the focus of nuclear
physics worldwide had been on low-energy
studies of atomic nuclear structure, a field in
which Chalk River, ON was a world leader. At
UBC, physics professor John Warren had built
a 3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator in 1948,
and with George Griffiths had given graduate
training in nuclear physics to many dozens of
outstanding Ph. D. students. Concurrently
interest in nuclear physics was turning toward
higher energies and the role of mesons in
nuclei, while the new field of particle physics
was creating a comprehensive picture of
Nature’s basic building blocks (“Standard
Model”) and a unified description of their
fundamental interactions.
I came to UBC from Chalk River in
1965 to join John Warren to found a large
new accelerator facility, utilizing the pool of
talent at UBC, that exploited the intellectual
ferment in science. The name “TRIUMF”
derived from the three original founding
universities (U.Vic., SFU & UBC) and
from the mesons intended to be produced.
Warren and his colleagues had recognized the
opportunity, passed by in the US, of building
a facility based on Vancouver and Edmontonnative J.R. Richardson’s sector-focussed,
negative-ion, 500 MeV cyclotron. With its
promise of intense beams of medium-energy
protons, pions and muons, such a facility
squarely faced the new challenges in nuclear
and particle physics.
TRIUMF developed quickly. In 1965,
while Warren was on sabbatical leave, we
formed the TRIUMF Study group, which
I chaired, and Michael Craddock and I

and our colleagues wrote a successful
proposal to the Atomic Energy Control
Board in Ottawa for $100,000 in design
study funds. The first staff were hired
on July 1, 1966 and a full proposal and
cost estimate was prepared by the same
team a few months later - meanwhile
the University of Alberta had become
a fourth member of the TRIUMF
consortium. The full press began for
TRIUMF funding from Ottawa for the
cyclotron, experimental facilities and
operating costs, and from the consortium
for the land and buildings. It was a
long shot because the cost and scope of
TRIUMF co-founders Erich Vogt (L) and John Warren (R) with
TRIUMF was commensurate with its
vision - perhaps twenty times greater than 1/20th scale model of the cyclotron.
anything previously sought for Canadian
the program. But TRIUMF’s muons soon
university research!
achieved great importance in the wave of
In April 1968 the four universities agreed
experimental challenges posed by the new
to fund the buildings and the cabinet of the
Standard Model of particle physics, and
new Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau agreed to
also gained an unexpectedly strong role for
fund the remainder. Warren was immediately
materials science research. Important advances
appointed as the first director of TRIUMF
in medicine and isotope research arose
with myself as his deputy. Three years later
almost immediately. TRIUMF has prospered
Richardson became the second director and
for forty years because the diversity of its
was at the helm when the first beam was
facilities allowed new science opportunities
extracted from the cyclotron in December,
and research areas to emerge, in particular
1974. Soon after, Trudeau participated
the exotic atom facilities of ISAC and the
in the formal opening of the facility. The
provision for experiments abroad. TRIUMF’s
building of the TRIUMF cyclotron and its
prosperity is also due to its very high quality
cost and schedule control was a remarkable
scientific and technical staff and especially its
achievement of its many young leaders, among many users from across Canada for whom it
whom Warren’s protege’s were prominent.
has offered opportunities at the world frontier.
As intended, TRIUMF put Canada on
As Canada’s National Laboratory for Particle
the world subatomic physics map. Initial
and Nuclear Physics run by a national
experiments (to 1981), while the cyclotron
consortium of universities, it is fulfilling
was brought to full design capabilities,
the promise of its founders, and is poised to
pertained to nuclear physics experiments in
tackle new challenges well into the future.
which proton and pion beams dominated
• Erich Vogt
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Profiles
Erich Vogt, Gord Roy, and Sonia Bacca
A Founder, a First, and a Fresh New Face
Name: Erich Vogt
Place of Birth:
Steinbach, MB, Canada
Languages Spoken:
English and German

Name: Gord Roy
Place of Birth: Vancouver, BC, Canada
Languages Spoken: English
Start date at TRIUMF: 01 September 1971
TRIUMF Group: Operations

What was your role in
the founding of TRIUMF?
I came to Vancouver
in 1965 to work
with John Warren
in the founding of TRIUMF. He had trained
outstanding students here in Vancouver and
was the first Director of TRIUMF. I joined him
to propose the building of a facility to meet the
challenges of nuclear and particle physics at the
time. I was in a sense, a promoter of the project,
going about securing funds for the design
and later on for the construction funds of the
cyclotron and the building. What is incredible
is we raised the funds in only 3 years!
Where did you come to TRIUMF from? I came to
TRIUMF from the University of British
Columbia where I served as a researcher,
teacher, and Vice-President, Academic.
Most memorable event at TRIUMF: As one of the
founders of TRIUMF, I have been here since
the very beginning, and served as the Director
for 13 years from 1981 to 1994, so it is very
difficult to pick just one most memorable event
in TRIUMF’s long history. However, if I had to
choose, I would say that Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau’s visit to TRIUMF in 1976 was one of
my most memorable events here at TRIUMF.
Final Remarks: To young physicists I would say that
these are very exciting times for astro, nuclear, and
particle physics, and particularly for a combination
of the three. There are great opportunities in
these fields and I encourage you to seize them.

How did you first hear about TRIUMF? In high school, via a visiting
Physics Student teacher.
Where did you come to TRIUMF from? BCIT. I was recruited from
BCIT by a professor who was working at TRIUMF with a family
acquaintance.
Most memorable event at TRIUMF: “First Beam Extracted” was the milepost that loudly proclaimed
“It works!” This event validated all the previous work and set forth the course to the future.
Most exciting project worked on: Building it! Being “in” from virtually the start, results in a lifetime of memories and events. While the Main Office Building was complete when I started,
seeing the rest of the site go from not even a “hole-in-the-ground” through to ISAC-II and
now looking forward to e-linac, it all comes together as one long memorable project.
Final Remarks: The first Director, Dr. John Warren, stated that “…TRIUMF is not an
experiment, not a machine, and not even an organization. It IS an IDEA, that if believed in
will prove fruitful and rewarding,” and “we should all contribute what we can to support this
IDEA.” I would like to think that this idea has been well supported.
Name: Sonia Bacca
Place of Birth: Cles, TN, Italy
Languages Spoken: Italian, German, and English
Start date at TRIUMF: 21 January 2008
TRIUMF Group: Theory
How did you first hear about TRIUMF? I first heard about TRIUMF in the
early stages of my research career in nuclear physics as being one
of the leading laboratories active in the field.
Where did you come to TRIUMF from? GSI Helmholtzzentrum fuer
Schwerionenforschung, Germany
Most memorable event at TRIUMF: TRIUMF Summer Institute 2008 on “Modern Methods and
Challenges in the Physics of Nuclei”. I enjoyed attending the excellent lectures and seeing
so many engaged students at TRIUMF. This was to me an evident proof of TRIUMF’s
commitment to provide educational opportunities for young people.
Final remarks: I love the atmosphere at TRIUMF; it is like being part of a big and growing
family. Being a research scientist at TRIUMF is a great opportunity for me and I am eager to
contribute to TRIUMF’s success in nuclear physics.
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Top 40 Trivia
Did you Know...
1. TRIUMF houses the largest cyclotron in the world.

21. The TRIUMF cyclotron accelerates particles to 3/4 the speed of light.

2. There is more steel in the cyclotron than in the Port Mann Bridge.

22. The ions in the cyclotron travel 48km in only 300 microseconds.

3. The 7 apple trees outside TRIUMF are descended from the very
apple trees that Newton himself once sat under.

23. The magnets in TRIUMF’s cyclotron weigh over 4,000 tons.

4. Former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau visited TRIUMF in February 1976.
5. Former TRIUMF Director Dr. Erich Vogt was made an officer of
the Order of Canada in 1976 and was awarded the Order of British
Columbia in 2006.
6. TRIUMF runs 24 hrs/day, 6.5 days/week – there is a half day shut
down period for regular maintenance.
7. Version 1 of the “TRIUMF Safety Rules” (May 25, 1971) had only
six items, and fit comfortably on a single typed page, with luxurious
margins and line spacing.
8. The first Operations group was made of physicists and technicians,
about 70% of whom were or had been professional musicians.
9. For TRIUMF’s first 30 years there were no pedestrian paths or
street lights on Wesbrook Mall.
10. At a length of 564 ft, the cyclotron building is long enough to fit at
least 2 Boeing 747’s end to end.
11. The two big cranes in the cyclotron building can each lift 50 tons,
or 100,000 pounds, in one go.
12. The main TRIUMF control room controls all functions of the
cyclotron and numerous proton beamlines and oversees the entire
site outside of normal business hours. Thus Operators are in the
MCR 24/7, 365 days a year.
13. His Royal Highness Prince Charles toured TRIUMF in April 1980.
14. In 2006, France conferred the Chevalier de la legion d’honneur
on Dr. Jean-Michel Poutissou, now Head of Nuclear Medicine at
TRIUMF.
15. Every year there are about 500 scientific visitors who come to TRIUMF
for short periods of time to conduct research during the year.
16. TRIUMF is owned and operated by 11 member universities and 4
associate member universities (so far) from all regions of Canada.
17. Queen Elizabeth visited the PET scanner that TRIUMF helped
build when she came to Vancouver in 1983.

24. Ions in the cyclotron go through about 1500 revolutions in only
1/3000th of a second.
25. The cyclotron is under 3 layers (16 ft.) of concrete beams.
26. TRIUMF has the world’s longest underground pneumatic pipeline
(2.5km) for the transfer of short-lived medical isotopes which
connects TRIUMF to the UBC Hospital.
27. The most powerful polarized ion source in the world, now
operating at Brookhaven, was built at TRIUMF.
28. The first treatment of ocular melanomas using proton therapy in
Canada was conducted at TRIUMF in August, 1995.
29. The electrical current required by the cyclotron magnet is about
18,500 amps - a typical house light bulb pulls only about 1 amp.
30. TRIUMF successfully commissioned Canada’s first ever
superconducting linear particle accelerator.
31. The Isotope Separation and Acceleration (ISAC) facility at
TRIUMF produced its first exotic ion beam on November 30, 1998.
32. Canada is part of an exclusive group of only five in the world capable
of building superconducting radiofrequency accelerator modules.
33. The TRIUMF-MDS Nordion partnership produces 2.5 million patientdoses of radioisotopes each year for the diagnosis and treatment of disease.
34. TRIUMF’s DRAGON facility was the first to directly measure the
astrophysically important reaction turning magnesium into aluminum.
35. TRIUMF helped build the first high resolution Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) scanner in Western Canada.
36. TRIUMF’s TITAN can weigh individual atoms that have lives
shorter than 10 milliseconds. It also was first to weigh the most
exotic isotope known: Helium-8.
37. The first precision measurement of a rare pion decay ratio was done
by TRIUMF. The resulting scientific paper remains the most cited
paper on this subject.

18. The first proton beam was accelerated to the cyclotron’s design
energy of 500 million electron volts on December 15, 1974.

38. In 2002 TRIUMF achieved a land speed transfer record for the
greatest volume of data sent over one of the longest (12,000kms)
single-hop networks between two machines, paving the way for the
ATLAS Tier1 centre at TRIUMF

19. The magnet steel for the cyclotron was cut and fabricated by a
shipbuilding company.

39. TRIUMF has one of the most intense proton beams in the world:
the cyclotron accelerates 1000 trillion particles per second.

20. The cyclotron was the first accelerator from which several separate
beams were extracted at different energies simultaneously.

40. TRIUMF was the first laboratory to produce ultra-slow muons for
use in studying advanced materials.
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In The News
Nuclear Theory/Experiment Dynamic Flourishing at TRIUMF

Calendar

Two recent publications by the TRIUMF Theory Group highlight the great strides the
TSI
July 20-31, 2009
group has made toward understanding the structure of light nuclei, and demonstrate the
TRIUMF
TRIUMF Summer
dynamic relationship between theoretical and experimental science. The first, “Role of
Institute
the Final-State Interaction and Three-Body Force on the Longitudinal Response Function
TRIUMF Summer
August 5, 2009
of 4He,” was published recently in Physical Review Letters. This work is triggering new
Student Symposium
TRIUMF
experimental activity in Mainz (Germany) and it is relevant for the experimental program at
Jefferson Lab (USA). The second, “Helium halo nuclei from low-momentum interactions”,
40th Anniversary
August 8, 2009
will soon appear in the European Physical Journal. Here, the group’s new first-principles
TRIUMF
Open House
(ab-initio) methods for solving the
quantum many-body problem are used
September 18, 2009 BOM
to derive theoretically the properties
TRIUMF
Board Meeting
of halo nuclei, and the results are then
compared to experimental data from the
September 19, 2009 40th Anniversary Gala
TRIUMF ISAC program. These recent
publications solidify the Theory Group’s
MDS Nordion and TRIUMF announced
strong theoretical efforts, sustaining
on April 28, 2009 an agreement to study
September 26, 2009 Nigel Lockyer at the
TRIUMF’s world leadership role in
the feasibility of producing a viable and
Vancouver Institute
nuclear physics.
• Sonia Bacca
reliable supply of photo-fission-produced
molybdenum-99 (Mo-99), a medically
important isotope used globally for diagnostic
imaging. The collaboration will combine the
two organizations’ expertise and resources to
develop a commercialization plan.
Statistics from Arlington Medical
Resources, Inc., a Philadelphia-based
Vancouver editor Melva McLean
pharmaceutical market research firm, show
has been honoured by the Editors’
that every year more than 15 million patients
Association of Canada for her pivotal
in North America are diagnosed or treated
role in producing TRIUMF’s 850-page
with nuclear medicine procedures. Today,
“Five-Year Plan” report. The job took
80% of these procedures rely on one key
nine months to complete and involved
medical isotope, Mo-99, which is largely used to
50 contributing writers. From a short
diagnose heart disease and cancer. The study
list of four candidates, McLean was
will evaluate creating Mo-99 using photo-fission
chosen to receive the 2008 Tom Fairley
on natural uranium in a linear accelerator
Award for Editorial Excellence for her
rather than using neutron fission on highlycontribution to Five-Year Plan 2010enriched uranium in a nuclear reactor. This
2015: Building a Vision for the Future
photo-fission method provides a potential
(published by TRIUMF). McLean
alternate solution that supplements the
accepted the $2,000 award at the
production capacity of Mo-99, and lessens the
Maureen Nicholson (L) presents Melva McLean (R) with the
association’s annual banquet, held
reliance on existing nuclear research reactors.
2008 Tom Fairley Award for Editorial Excellence.
Photo Courtesy Michelle Ou/Editors’Association of Canada
June 6 in Toronto.
• Tim Meyer
• Tim Meyer

Molybdenum-99 Collaboration

Melva McLean Wins National Editing
Award

1967

Looking Back

1970
1985
1998
2003
Evolution of the TRIUMF Site
from a green field to the
present day
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